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BLUF
Identify methods to measure interactions 
between vessel traffic and infrastructure using 
archival AIS data to better inform and align 
management of coastal navigation projects 
with levels of use at portfolio scale.

USACE measures but 
doesn’t control.

USACE controls but 
doesn’t measure.
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Research Drivers & Goals
 USACE navigation project metrics are insufficient to drive gains in 

performance of the coastal navigation system.
• Cargo throughput is beyond USACE control.
• Channel controlling depth is under-informative.

 Infrastructure maintenance is assumed but rarely demonstrated to improve 
vessel performance.

• USACE lacks the ability to measure vessel performance directly.
• Evidence that investments benefit users is lacking.

 GOALS:
• Augment subjective, qualitative navigation structure performance metric (OCA), 

and proxy project maintenance prioritization metrics (tonnage, value).
• Cast structure performance in terms of vessel activity for navigation structures.
• Formulate management metrics at “portfolio scale”.
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Given 10M vessel transits, what can be said 
about traffic near 1k coastal structures?
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 Measurable ∩ Meaningful
• Number and types of vessels
• Number of transits per vessel & type
• Timing of transits, seasonality
• Proximity to structure
• Use trends
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How do we find interesting structures?
 Information Entropy

• Entropy = ∑ [ P(k) * ln(P(k)) ]
• Maximum entropy: Even distribution across categories
• Minimum entropy: Distribution focused in fewer categories

 Average trip per user = Total/Unique
• Indicates frequent trips relative to the user base
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 AIS provides enough information to resolve vessel footprint
• Augmenting AIS can resolve vessel sail draft

 eHydro provides bathy elevation
 CSAT provides shoaling rate
 NOAA gages provide water level
 Channel Framework links input
 Enables characterization of navigation channels in terms of 3D 

vessel clearance while navigating, not channel depth.

Vessel Clearance Analysis
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Vessel Clearance Analysis
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Align measurement with management
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 Identify metrics relevant to desired objective
 Score projects
 Partition projects into management groups
 Develop management tactics to advance objective

Budget EC Structure Functionality Guidance:
-No way to measure navigability
-Shoaling may be unrelated to structures and does not 
categorically impede navigation
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Summary
In 2019:
 Identified vessel performance metrics, used them to describe and group infrastructure 

for management purposes
 Developed a portfolio-scale framework for estimating clearances (underkeel, channel 

side) of archival vessels in transit data.
 TN: Assessing Jetty Effectiveness via Statistical Analysis of AIS Data
 JA: Mining Marine Vessel AIS Data to Inform Coastal Structure Management (ASCE 

Waterways, accepted 7/3)

Next Steps:
 Need to refine how vessel clearance 

measurements can be meaningfully 
communicated & formulated for 
management.

 Need input from field to further develop 
structure load/resistance metrics:

• Incident Hs/Design Hs
• Repair/Dredge $ index
• Traffic count-wave loading similarity
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